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Parents Just Don't Understand 

They were there for every first that 

mattered in my life. Except for one: 

my first steps onto the path of 

Judaism. 

by Noah Dinerstein  

I took my first step when I was 10 

months old. My dad was there, either 

holding me up or a video camera. 

At six years old, he put his hands on 

mine as I gripped the handle bars, and 

guided me up and down the street for 

hours until he finally let go and I rode 

that Huffy on my own. 

A few years later I was still small 

enough to sit on his lap while he was 

driving but big enough that he trusted 

me to shift when he dramatically 

announced “Second!” VROOM 

“Third!” Awesome. 

Sixth grade was Friday night skating 

where he tied up my skates for me and 

embarrassingly lead me out to the ice 

where all the Kelly Capowskis could 

see. “Dadddd!” I begged. “I can do it.” 

I couldn’t....but...y’know. 

He was there for every first that ever 

mattered in my life, except one: My 

first steps onto the path of Judaism. 

He taught me how to drive stick in the 

biggest parking lot in town at 15. At 16 

he trained me for my driving test that I 

passed. And 18 he helped me pack and 

walked me to my dorm, hugged me in 

the parking lot squeezing as tight as I 

did the handlebars, and we cried. 

He was there for every first that ever 

mattered in my life. 

Every first except one: My first steps 

onto the path of Judaism. 

You don’t need the details. Every story 

is different while being exactly the 

same: Grew up non-religious, met a 

charismatic Rabbi, went to Israel, got 

inspired, ate warm, fluffy challah, went 

to a lot of insightful classes, questioned 

everything ever, quit my job, went to 

yeshiva and (POOF!) yarmulke! (Well 

it may look like POOF! to the onlooker, 

but it’s a step-by-step journey for the 

Ba’al Teshuvah.) 

The difference, though, in each and 

every Ba’al Teshuvahs story is the 

parents: Supportive or not. Guess what 

I got. 

Neither my dad or mom were there for 

my first dive into the Orthodox Jew 

pool simply because they didn’t want to 

be. To them, it was a phase, like Pogs. 

When I came back from my Israel trip I 

talked about the trip. Whoa did I talk 

about the trip. I couldn’t stop. “Mom 
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did you know about all the laws of 

kosher? And Passover? We’ve never 

cleaned the house before! Whoa 

SHABBOS!!! We should do 

Shabbos!....like this week! Why not??? 

On Friday nights we eat dinner 

anyways...all we have to do is turn off 

the TV and phone and music and it’s 

actually pretty sweet and feels great. 

Shavuot! I never learned about Shavuot 

in Hebrew school! We studied Gemara 

all night – wait! – I didn’t tell you 

about Gemara. It’s like Jewwy law 

school! Dad you would love it. I feel 

smarter! blah blah blah Jewish Jewish 

blah blah Jewish.” 

At first, sitting at the kitchen counter, 

my mom’s face was one of pride and 

astonishment. I will never forget that 

she called her best friend Lisa and put 

the phone on speaker. “C’mon,” my 

mom said to me. “Say all those things 

about what you learned on your trip 

again!” Of course she was excited. She 

was always upset that my brother Zack 

and I would choose basketball over bar-

mitzvah practice. Or the epic fight we 

had (which she won) over should I go 

to my Hebrew school “confirmation” or 

to my school dance. So, yeah, she was 

pumped. She showed me off. 

My dad too. Until.....Well...Until I 

started actually doing it. 

There was a breaking point. Two years 

since that homecoming. Two years of 

working in Boston and being a pretty 

successful young hotelier. And two 

years of slow learning, Shabbat meals 

from time to time, flexing my “Kosher-

style” muscle. None of my Jewish stuff 

was in your face. My feet were planted 

in two worlds. I could party on a Friday 

night if I wanted. McDonalds was still 

cool (I’ll order the chicken sandwich). 

Learning the weekly Torah portion 

versus tennis? C’mon. So my parents 

still found ways to deny the tropical 

storm headed towards the east coast. 

Until it was upgraded to a hurricane. 

Hurricane Tzitzit. 

When your first time ever to start 

wearing tzitzit (a 4-cornered garment 

with long fringes) in your 20s, you stuff 

them into your pants like canned tuna, 

string cheese, and Doritos after 

zombies have just broken through the 

window and are wailing and waddling 

towards you “Walking Dead” style. 

You don’t want them to fall out and be 

caught. That sunny day in spring it took 

one string (cheese pun not intentional) 

to break loose and then so did all hell. 

One little string showed it’s measly, 

skinny, white face out of the back of 

my Levi’s and we were off. It was as if 

our family was in a competitive breath 

holding competition for two years and 
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someone came along and smacked 

them all on the back at the same time. 

That tzitzit string was the final straw. 

Things were said. Some not nice. Some 

rather loud. It was brought to a 

climactic movie-worthy halt when I 

exclaimed with a shaking, stuttering, 

yelp, “I’ve decided! I’m going to 

yeshiva!” 

Silence. Crying. Silence. Explaining. 

Crying. Silence. 

My parents later told me that during 

their four-hour drive home from Boston 

they did not exchange a word. 

We entered a tough world of never 

saying enough and always saying too 

much. 

They tried to talk me out of it, but I 

went anyway. They wrote love letters 

to the rabbis about brainwashing (what 

else?), they called me, and I called 

them and we talked but not really. 

We entered a tough world of never 

saying enough and always saying too 

much. Never knowing when to swing 

or take a pitch. Never hitting or folding. 

Never giving in or giving up. 

Stalemate. 

The Story Radically Changes 

This is not about any of that though. It 

is about how everything changed. Some 

things simply through the passing of 

time and some things on the day I got 

engaged to my wonderful wife. 

This note is about how my parents were 

at my orthodox wedding. How my 

mom planned half of the wedding with 

my wife’s mom. How they met this 

young, beautiful, authentic girl who 

came from a family of bearded rabbis 

and they loved her. And her family. 

It’s about how my mom planned half of 

the wedding with my wife’s mom. 

It’s about my dad’s pitch perfect 

wedding speech and when he looked 

me in the eye this past Friday evening 

and said he was thankful to me for 

bringing Shabbat into the house he 

built. 

This is about my Reform father taking 

pride in taping up the refrigerator lights 

before Shabbos so I wouldn’t come to 

accidentally break rules he didn’t even 

abide by. 

It’s about my mom calling one of the 

rabbis she had previously questioned 

(more like interrogated) but was now 

calling to explain exactly what it would 

take to make kosher an entire kitchen in 

a town that hadn’t seen a kosher 

kitchen since Nana’s time. And 

learning about checking labels at every 

grocery store to find some Hebrew 

words so they can just give their baby 
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boy some kosher balsamic vinegar 

dressing that he loves so darn much! 

It’s about how my parents go to the 

Chabad house that opened in their 

town, on their own volition! My mom 

offers to get the Rebbetzin’s sheital 

(wig) styled! Sheital! 

How my dad learns new concepts from 

the rabbi and calls me to discuss. How 

the most prominent moment my brother 

and I ever shared was when he took a 

day off of work to accompany me to a 

12-hour Jewish meditation seminar and 

hashtag emotional things went down! 

This is really about how instead of 

thinking of all the ways my lifestyle 

limits our relationship, they adapted to 

make sure it expanded our relationship. 

This is about the letter I found in my 

dressing room at the wedding hall 

where my mom, pen probably shaking 

in hand, dug deep down into the most 

delicate place of her heart and 

confessed that I was always destined 

for this life and she couldn’t be more 

proud. 

No, my father wasn’t there for my first 

steps to my return to our beautiful, rich 

heritage, but he was there for my most 

important. He walked me to my bride. 

We were circled by trumpets, cheering 

and singing, my best friends from high 

school pretending to mouth the words 

and my yeshiva brothers screaming 

“Od Yeshama” at the top of their lungs. 

My father was there for my most 

important step. He walked me to my 

bride. 

When the sea of bodies parted, I can 

only describe it as a laser beam of 

Divine connection to Aliza, my wife, 

eliciting the most powerful and 

spiritual experience of my life. I broke 

down. My father put his arm around 

mine and picked me up, giddy and 

overflowing with joy for his son. He 

taught me how to walk all over again. 

I never wanted to hurt my parents. I 

feel sad that I put them in so much 

pain. I know they feel sadness too when 

they realize it wasn’t the easiest road 

for me. But now there is peace. My 

wife and I are establishing a Jewish 

home. My parents and I have never 

been closer, and my mom tells me that 

she can’t wait until we host them at our 

table for Shabbat. (www.aish.com)  
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